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enlarged capitals

a view of the monuments. Book page, eighteenth
century.

new york times book review. Newspaper page, 2009. Art director:
Nicholas Blechman. Illustrator: Ellen Lupton.

Dropped capitals are a traditional page device, especially for opening chapters in a book.
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enlarged capitals
n enlarged letter cut into the text block is called a
drop capital or drop cap. This example was produced using the Drop Caps feature in a page layout program. The
software automatically creates a space around one or more characters and drops them the requested number of lines. Adjusting the
size and tracking of the capital allows it to match the surrounding
text. Similar solutions can be implemented on the web in CSS. The
space around the capital is rectangular, which can be visually awkward, as seen here with the sloping silhouette of the letter A.

as it the best of times, the worst of times, or just
Times New Roman? The drop capital used here (Thesis
Serif Bold) was positioned by hand as a separate element.
A text wrap was applied to an invisible box sitting behind the capital.
Thus the text appears to flow around the intruding right prow of the
W. Likewise, the left prow extends out into the margin, making the
character feel firmly anchored in the text block. Hand-crafted solutions like this one can’t be applied systematically.

enlarged capitals

designers sometimes adapt the drop cap convention
for other purposes. An illustration or icon can appear in
place of a letterform. Purely typographic alternatives are
also possible, such as inserting a title or subtitle into space carved
from the primary text block. Such devices mobilize a familar page
structure for diverse and sometimes unexpected uses.

Designers use traditional devices in non-traditional ways.

Dropped capitals can be styled in CSS. Design: Jeffrey Zeldman.

